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Time required for platinum: 30 hours Trophy difficulty: 4/10 Minimum number of games: 50 singles games, 7 CLM sessions per round (200 laps), 50 CLM 3 rounds, 50 local matches, 50 matches against online ghosts, 50 online matches, 6 duels Number of trophies that can be missed: 0 Number of trophies online: 0 Game Version: 1.0
Line of Conduct: General Rule: Go every day to see the vision of the team to get credits corresponding to your team's ranking and possibly VIP status honor, as well as the 1000 Cr that go with it. They go a long way in securing credit trophies. Trophies related to VIP status or team vision are opened after the next race is over. If you start
the game, follow Method 1 welcome to Trianchor Alliance!, Welcome to Circlite Racing!, Welcome to Xealot Motorsport! and Welcome to Squaris GP! If you've already started the game, check out 2.3 or 4. Methods are described here: Welcome to Squaris GP! Then start playing one race to win Nothing Compares to Practice and at the
same time Competent, Talented, Prodigy and Solid Funds. You will be suitable for all other trophies and competitive online. It is also possible during these simple games to achieve the trophies of Tinker, Mad Mechanic, Triple Threat, All Smooth, Dynamic and Dangerous, Artisan, Car Addict, Technician, Rocketeer, Bucolic Break and zero
nitro. Then proceed to acquire Ghostbusters, world class and friend or enemy? when connected to the network. You can then get Ghost Rival trophies, Demonic Gift, Gift Distribution (Once the duel mode is unlocked) and steal the spotlight, as well as farm ghost level 16 for the valiant and stellar. When you are not connected, focus on
CLM and local matches for Tricheur for three rounds, all played on the same round and Mondain. Or go into duel mode as soon as it's unlocked, for a neighborhood tour, Exorcist and Divinity. Once all the game modes have been completed, the number of times required for trophies, you've certainly also got fast, like Lightning, Electronic
Warfare, Master Nitro, Generous Soul, Dominant VIP, Notorious VIP or even Demon Speed. He then remains Farmer du Cr for student engineer, STinking VIP and Free Electron. Change the last time stable to get you need to change the air and logically for you Platinum Ridge Racer. No trophy can be missed for free to follow the
Instructions or not. Tips: Driving style The racer is based on drift and assimilates pretty quickly. To drift, just release the accelerator, turn and press the accelerator again. If there's one button you never use in Ridge Racer, it's the brake. In order to compete with the best players in the queue (Japanese for the most part) it is advisable to
equip yourself with the following improvements as soon as possible: Automatic gun start in order to position yourself with little luck in front of the pack before the first corners and reduce (slightly) the risk of getting into it. Nitro Adaptive so you only have one Nitro sensor, you can can you can can you can (if downloaded, of course) and for
the duration you want. The last round of charge that provides a surplus to Nitro once the third round begins. Then, as the race goes on, you will have to take the signals to make the best use of nitro in order to arrive as quickly as possible on the next drift turn, in order to fill it with nitro as quickly as possible and so on.... But be careful not
to tramp at all going to fill the nitro. On many passages it is more effective to pass completely on the correct trajectory than to force yourself to drift. Many ghosts are very good players available online to allow you to observe and progress. Otherwise, despite your reputation as a KIT game, you don't have to have any DLC to get platinum of
this game. Good road to all !!! Hidden Trophies (Show) Trophies Received (Show All) x You have won all the TROPHIEs OF RIDGE RACER. Well done, you were very patient to win all the other trophies. x You signed a contract with the Trianchora Alliance. See Welcome to Squaris GP! x You have signed a contract with Circlite Racing.
See Welcome to Squaris GP! x You signed a contract with Xealot Motorsport. See Welcome to Squaris GP! x You have signed a contract with Squaris GP. You will unlock these stable trophies by signing up in each one. You sign in the stable at the beginning of the game or by changing the stables after receiving 30,000 Cr and a free
electron trophy. Changing your stables will save you 30,000 Cr. To change the team, you will have to win 30,000 Cr again, or 90,000 Cr in total to get 4 stable trophies. When you know that online racing earns you an average of 160 Cr. . It's been a while. So here are some methods. Method 1: You haven't started the game yet. The first
time you start a game, choose a stable to get the first trophy. Get out of the game and remove all data from the game. Restart it again and choose a new stable to get the next trophy. Repeat the operation for 4 trophies. 2: You have already made good progress in the game. Once Free Electron has been received, back up vita through the
content manager. Change the team through Team Vision to get your second stable trophy. Get out of the game. Restore Vita with a backup that you did earlier. Start the game, you have 30,000 Cr again and can change the stables again for the 3rd trophy. Repeat on 4th Method 3: You've progressed well in the game and have a second
memory card. Remove the memory card with a backup and replace it with another memory card. Start the game and choose a different stable than your regular stable to get a second stable trophy. Get out of the game. Delete game data. Restart the game and select the 3rd stable. Repeat surgery on 4th Method 4: You have progressed
very well in the game, you only need stable trophies for the turntable and you do not intend to play the game again afterwards. Remove the game data from the memory card and then continue as Method 1. x You changed the stables. Once the Free Electron Trophy is won, you can change teams after viewing the team vision. You will
receive this trophy after signing in the new stable. x Sponsor of your stables would like to reward your efforts. Your car has been upgraded to the next level. Keep going! x You have installed all the major upgrades on your car. All you have to do is choose the improvement kits and sharpen your driving techniques! First, the features of your
car are basic and do not allow you to compete with online players. The possibilities of your cars will increase, along with your level of talent, to reach your maximum around the level of talent 7. Until then, run in one race and then take on other modes and trophies. x Your talent has reached Level 2. Now you will face opponents of this
level. Be worthy of it. The level of talent increases depending on your work and the level of your opponents. Start running in one race and you get this trophy by achieving nothing to match the practice. x Your talent has reached level 5. Keep going and you'll soon be part of the elite! The level of talent increases depending on your work
and the level of your opponents. Start running in one race and you get this trophy by achieving nothing to match the practice. x Your talent has reached the 10th level. Now you are officially one of the best drivers in the world. x Your talent has reached the 16th level. You can officially consider yourself The final pilot. To get to the level of
talent 16 quickly, first implement Nothing compares practice. This will allow you to unlock solid foundations and know your abilities on different circuits. Then go to the online mode Match against the Ghost and find ghost of a Level 16 with available time (it's pretty simple). Then beat him in the loop, choosing to try again at the end of the
race. You will level at least every 3 races until you reach level 16. It will also promote Ghostbusters. x You have taken the first step towards developing a kit improvement on the car improvement map. Unlock the first map update with 400 Cr. See Student Engineer to update the map. x You have reached the first branch on the car
improvement map. He's a real mechanic! It will take you 1200 Cr to reach the first branch of the improvement card. See Student Engineer for map updates. x You have equipped the A-C group for the first time. Equip yourself with an update to each group to unlock this trophy. See Student Engineer for map updates. x You've got Super
Suction and zero suction to control the effects of suction. Super suction and zero suction are the first two group C improvements presented by squares surrounded by dark blue on the car improvement map. This is automatically achieved by creating a student engineer where there are also photo card improvements. x You have Hacker Kit
and Scrambler to fine-tune your tactics! Hacker Kit and Jammer are among the latest Group C updates presented by squares surrounded by dark blue on the car upgrade map. This is automatically achieved by creating a student engineer where there are also photo card improvements. x You've got all types of Nitro kit on the car
improvement map. Learn how to take advantage of each other. Nitro sets squares surrounded by blue (Group A) skies on the car improvement map. Buy them all to get the trophy. This is automatically achieved by creating a student engineer where there are also photo card improvements. x You have completed the car improvement map.
x You came first in the race with the lowest drift settings. In the garage or before the race, choose a badge in the form and change the type of drift to MLD. Use Nothing practical to achieve this trophy. x You came first in the race with the most dynamic drift settings. In the garage or before the race, select a gear-shaped icon and change
the drift type to DYN. Use Nothing practical to achieve this trophy. x You have done more than 50 singles races. Be so hard at the world races! x You have participated in more than 50 time trials. Complete 50 trial sessions over 3 laps. To diversify, the time of testing on DLC circuits also count. x You have done more than 200 laps in time
to test on the lap. The round-time trial session has a maximum of 30 laps. It is therefore necessary to hold at least 7 sessions. For example, a 30-lap session on Harborline lasts about 20/25 minutes. x You beat over 50 opponents in a match against a ghost. Unlike other modes where the result doesn't matter to get this trophy, you'll need
50 wins! Use the same technique as Stellaire. x You beat the ghost more than 10 G. In an online match against Ghost, 10G indicates that the original Ghost has been beaten 10 times. After a few races, you'll know the times you can beat. Then look for a ghost that fits your criteria and you're done. x You presented your race for the match
against the ghost. Now everyone wants to beat you! Once the 3-lap CLM or online race against the ghost is completed, download the ghost online and the trophy will unlock on the next race. x You have participated in more than 50 online matches. Make 50 games online to get this trophy. Note that nothing prevents you from starting a
private session and running these 50 races alone. But it doesn't bring you much into PV and Cr compared to racing according to other competitors. x You ran more than 50 times in a local match. In World mode, there is a Bat Face to Face mode that allows several Vitas to play local matches through a special mode. Don't be afraid, it is
possible to do these 50 races on your own. Just run the mode and start the race to complete the 50 races required for this trophy. x You ran into a friend in an online match. Complete an online race against a friend of SEN to get this trophy. Not being invited to join you will make the task a little more difficult, but you can create private
sessions. x You've won the Demon Award. Ridge Racer and Reiko completely changed their appearance... You This trophy is running in an online match against a player riding with the legendary car series: CRINALE. Being the fastest car in the game, you will not find it difficult to meet someone in line riding with him. In addition to the
trophy, you will unlock the DUEL mode required for Exorcist, Divinity and Neighborhood Tour trophies. x You beat the legendary devil's car in every race. Beat CRINALE at 3 major races in reverse duel mode to get the trophy and be eligible to drive with this superb car. To make your life easier, you can use the help of teammates who will
ride the first 2 laps for you. It's up to you to stay ahead on the last lap. Once the car is received, you can win the Gift Distribution or go to the second half of the duel mode. x You beat the legendary angel car in every race. Now it is a duel against ARCHANGEL on 3 main circuits in normal mode. Use the same technique as Exorcist, and
this trophy shouldn't be a problem. x You gave the Demon award to another driver on PlayStation®Network. Once the Exorcist has been received, select CRINALE and play an online game. You have definitely dropped the mode of dueling someone and you will get this trophy. x You sent 100 PV to your team through Team Vision.
Accumulate 100 PV through all the game modes you want and watch the team's vision to get this trophy at the next race. x You climbed your credit rating and won the VIP title. VIP Puant Status is obtained by accumulating Cr, you get it naturally by making Free Electron. You will receive the status after seeing the vision of the team. The
VIP Blue icon will appear next to your Cr on the driver's card. x You have risen in the rankings and won the VIP title. Dominant VIP status is awarded to the team's main contributors. The amount of photovoltaic depends on the average stable for which you work. As a guide, I got it down to a generous soul running at Xealot Motorsport. You
will receive the status after seeing the vision of the team. The VIP Blue icon will appear next to your health on the driver's card. x You have been appointed VIP of your team. To be a vip of honour you have to contribute to. The honorary VIP status will be awarded to you (or not) at the end of the team vision. It will also give you another
1000 Cr. x you encounter a VIP driver at an online match. VIP players are marked with a blue VIP icon next to the These players are relatively easy to find. Complete an online race with one of them, regardless of the result, to add this trophy to your player card. x You have earned more than 30,000 CR, which gives you the right to change
stables after watching Team Vision. You have to accumulate 30,000 Cr in your account and then look at the team's vision to get this trophy needed in order to get Need to Change Air. Note that you really should have 30,000 Cr, Cr spent on the car improvement map not counting. Chances are you will have a farm to get this trophy, which
is usually the penultimate in front of the player. At the moment, online games will be the most profitable. x You work at least once in each game mode. Play the game in every mode of the game (simple, Lap Time Trial, 3-lap Time Trial, World Race against the Ghost, World Online Race, Bat. Face to Face in Local and Duel). To get this
trophy, you will need to get a demonic gift in order to unlock the duel mode. x You have participated in all three routes: Southbay Docks, Highland Cliffs and Harbourline 765 (including reverse routes). So which one has your preferences? Finish 3 main races (Southbay Docks, Highland Cliffs and Harbourline 765) at least once in normal
and reverse direction. x You raced at least once with each of the 5 cars (BISARGENTO, RAUNA, FIERA, EO, SYNCi). What's your favorite? Complete the race with each of the 5 main cars (BISARGENTO, RAUNA, FIERA, EO, SYNCi) in any game mode. x You master gear shifts on the back of the touchpad. In your car settings, select
MAN or SEMI mode and change transmissions with the rear touchpad. You can get in all modes of the game, regardless of the final result, as long as you finish the race. x You reached top speed with the car inflated to block and you filled in with nitro. First of all, you need to get solid basics and own the latest round updates Turbo and
Nitro Premium. On the last lap, once your nitro is filled to the limit, use a straight line as soon as the maximum speed of your car has reached. The large almost straight line just past Highland Cliffs Pin is the best place to reach this trophy. x You got off to a hot start. To make a successful start, hold the engine speed slightly ahead of the
red zone (exact speed depending on the chosen car), and then press the accelerator when one disappears from the screen. This trophy can also be obtained by equipping yourself with an improvement Automatic gun. x You stopped near this place on the Harborline 765 circuit. x You finished first without using nitro. Finish first in the race
without using nitro. This trophy can be made in one race, local match or online match. But it will be easier to get it in singles or local matches rather than in the match line, given the level of the competition. Competitors.
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